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About EC M&A
EC M&A is a premier middle-market advisory firm, having advised on over 275
completed industrial technology transactions. Since our founding more than

25 years ago, we have developed strong relationships with many of the most
innovative industrial technology companies in the world.

When representing owners who are seeking a partial or complete company sale,
EC M&A has secured some of the highest exit valuations experienced in these

markets. We focus on generating highly strategic valuations by virtue of our deep
domain expertise and genuine global buyer access for middle market industrial
technology transactions.

For clients in growth mode, EC M&A has a long track record of assisting “blue

chip” clients with the origination of proprietary transaction opportunities and

expert transaction execution. Since inception we have been successfully advising
clients on the buy-side and believe our business model, proprietary databases,
deep industrial network, and global footprint are ideally suited to support our

clients in achieving their growth objectives. Over 90% of our buy-side transactions
are completed outside of auctions.

EC M&A offers global, seamless client coverage and senior-level attention across
our offices in New York, Chicago, London, Paris, Frankfurt, Prague, Zurich, Beijing
and Hong Kong.

www.ec-ma.com
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Market Overview
New industrial technologies are

It is with these issues in mind that many

revolutionising the manufacturing

new technologies are being developed

industry as part of Industry 4.0, of the

in artificial intelligence (AI), digitisation,

fourth industrial revolution, as players

equipment-as-a-service (Eaas),

overhaul their production systems in

materials science, power management

order to meet the demands of the

and robotics. These trends are allowing

Internet of Things (IoT). The sector

manufacturers to focus on several key

is seeing that the digital control of

areas of their activities. Firstly, they can

production equipment can now enable

use new digital industrial technologies to

factories to be inter-linked in real-time

improve the utilisation of their expensive

for much greater production efficiencies.

fixed assets. Secondly, they can manage

Harnessing and using data to drive

increasing human skills shortages, as

production decisions is also changing

manufacturing labour increasingly leaves

how manufacturers bring products to

the wider industrial sector.

market, turning their business models into
service-based activities rather than just
pure manufacturing.
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Equally, the servitisation of production

As a result, manufacturers are also

engineering means that manufacturers

having to become much more flexible.

are moving beyond just using machinery

A core element of many new industrial

for production operations. The

technologies is that manufacturers will

convergence of artificial intelligence,

effectively release themselves from

industrial robotics, operational

hour by hour control of their production

technology, and information technology

operations. These activities now being

means that the control of manufacturing

controlled by intelligent machines

activities is moving to a whole new level.

automatically making decisions using

Now, the use of sensor-driven data

dynamic data from other parts of the

gathering technologies means that

production chain.

information can be retrieved from actual
production operations which can drive

Another consequence of the emergence

critical decision-making. The increased

of these new industrial technologies

use of automated systems means that

is that companies, be they suppliers,

manufacturers can proactively adapt

manufacturers or customers, are having

their work streams in real-time to respond

to work together much more since they

to changing production schedules,

are being brought much closer by entirely

experience less downtime and respond

integrated production processes. They

more quickly to issues with machinery.

are also having to adapt their business
models to become more transparent in

Typically smart factories now see the

order to be able to co-operate effectively

adoption of modular machinery solutions

with each other, which in turn drives

can replace fixed-cycle production.

financial benefits to how they run their

This approach is based upon cyber-

own businesses.

physical production systems (CPPS)
which integrate the control of operation

A further positive development from these

of machine tools and other machinery

industrial technologies is the increase

with digital systems which are also

in speed of manufacturing innovation,

responsible for order scheduling,

responding to customers aspirations

equipment monitoring, manpower

and wishes in an automated manner

management, sales activities and

and bringing new products to market

the processing of shipments. These

more quickly than ever before. They have

advances in both the physical and virtual

experienced that the automation and

elements of production systems mean

digitisation of their factory environment

that manufacturers now have greater

now means they can focus their

control over the adaptability, efficiency,

manpower onto research and new

reliability, safety and usability of their

product development activities.

manufacturing operations.
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Automation,
Robotics
& Smart
Factories
The automation and robotics sectors
have been waiting for new technological
developments to emerge and new
equipment solutions to be fully
commercialized. However, more recent
developments have really started to
accelerate the pace of growth and
started to bring the concepts of Industry
4.0 to life. As a result, it is now possible
to track technological developments
through the lifecycle of products and it is
possible to identify some of the key new
technologies which are shaping the world
of industrial technology.
Starting with product research and
development (R&D), automation and
digital solutions are having a startling
impact on new product development.
With the planning phase for new products
being so critical to their eventual mass
production, 3D printing, AI and robotics
are having a dramatic effect on new
product development. 3D printing
can be used for enhanced and rapid
prototyping, AI can speed up product
development times through a multitude
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of digital processes and robotics can

Some industrial groups are incorporating

facilitate the rapid move into full-scale

blockchain technologies to handle

production. Equally, artificial intelligence

everything from digital security,

is actively supporting the development of

through machine-to-machine (M2M)

the materials technology segment. In an

communication and supply chain

arena which has been led extensively by

control, effectively bringing more

the healthcare sector, with AI being used

efficiencies and productivity to their

particularly in drug discoveries, there is

manufacturing operations. The end

now the opportunity to adopt AI in new

result of all of this is that industrial groups

materials development for industrial

get far greater control of their physical

sectors as well.

manufacturing activities, with digital and
sensor technologies allowing them to

At the same time, when it comes to R&D,

“see” every stage of the manufacturing

new technologies are allowing for the

process, manage their resources better

rapid sharing of new developments and

and adopt predictive maintenance

techniques, almost for the outsourced

programmes for plant and machinery.

and remote delivery of new product
development capabilities. The next step

Another prominent feature of automated

brings together the required elements for

and roboticised production operations,

manufacturing to take place. Historically,

is their increasing modularity. There is

many manufacturers operated different

a growing trend for smart factories to

control systems for different parts of

be more streamlined and incorporate

manufacturing operations, meaning

instantly swappable machine tools

there was no connectivity and different

or robots, effectively allowing for a

segments of the manufacturing process

single production site to be utilised for

had no idea what the others were up to.

the manufacturing of a wider range

Their varied enterprise resource planning

of products. Many of these sorts of

systems could not communicate, which

manufacturing facilities have begun

left the control completely manual

new activities using collaborative robots

. However, integrated AI and digital

(cobots) which are initially programmed

solutions now bring together all parts

through assisted movement supported

of a manufacturing process, right

by humans. Many are now using

from component and raw material

full-scale robotic systems to handle

sourcing, through outsourced third-party

every-day manufacturing tasks such

contract manufacturing, into product

as lifting, packaging and sorting, the

manufacturing and assembly, product

sorts of repetitive activities within a

packaging and warehousing and then

manufacturing plant. On a long-term

through to product dispatch and supply

basis this allows for robots to be adapted

chain management.
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to more customised work and potentially

and blockchain in transportation could

enable manufacturing operations to

bring entirely new and efficient features

operate “lights out” with minimal or no

including delivery, depalletising, reloading

human interaction.

and even automatic billings for goods.

In a similar vein, automated guided
vehicles (AGV) are playing a prominent
role in many manufacturing plants. These
are being adopted more frequently as
battery and sensor costs have dropped.
Equally, there are more and more
developments around machine vision
and the mechanical movements of
AGVs. Similarly, developments in robotics
are focusing on the key technical
requirements involved in geometric,
pressure and temperature sensing.
Moving through the manufacturing
value chain, the area of downstream
supply chain management, transport
and warehousing are a major focus
for automation, IoT and robotics
technologies. In this area, AI and machine
vision are increasingly being used for
simple tasks such as the scanning and
sorting of products and palletised goods.
At the same time, these new technologies
can be used for product inspections
and quality assurance before products
leave a manufacturing plant. In addition,
there are considerable opportunities
around transportation incorporating
automated commercial vehicle loading
systems, right through to fleet telematics
to understand where products are in
the supply chain. Equally, the adoption
of both autonomous delivery vehicles
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Servitisation in Manufacturing
Digital servitisation is a concept which

effectively allows manufacturers to have

is gathering pace in manufacturing.

a greater customer orientation and focus,

This is because services are becoming

whilst delivering tangible benefits. This

an increasingly important component

focus on product functions and services

of product manufacturing, particularly

allows manufacturers to become even

in developed economies. It allows

more embedded with customers as

companies to balance the often

integral partners, which in turn provides

conflicting demands of growth,

increased resilience and future-proofing

competition, increased customer

for the manufacturer.

expectations and the market dynamics
The benefits of servitisation are many

at play in their sectors.

including increased productivity, greater
Servitisation runs in parallel to the

flexibility in production and reduced

growth of Internet of Things (IoT) and the

production times. Those that adopt the

digitalisation of equipment and products.

integration of machine-to-machine

It creates an environment where

interfaces (M2M) also see manpower

industrial products are pitched as an

efficiencies, energy savings and reduced

enduring package of services based on

production costs. The incorporation of

the integration of electronics, mechanics

servitisation into their business models

and software solutions. These products

allows manufacturers to look beyond

may incorporate ever more complex

the factory gate and recognise how

layers of technology for operational

they can become a more integral

control, monitoring and reporting

product supplier. The adoption of service

purposes. However, they also bring a

strategies allows them to provide a better

framework for the interaction between

customer experience. It also allows them

a supplier and customer, taking the

to transform customer interaction, thereby

concept of supply chain management to

creating greater visibility for both parties

a higher level.

on future product needs. At the same
time, the manufacturer can accelerate

The reshaping of products into services

innovation and bring just-in-time products

allows manufacturers to increase

to market which meet the customer

the value of their offering. The move

requirements.

away the production of commodity
products towards “products as a service”
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Equipment-as-a-Service
The emergence of the equipment-as-a-

equipment uptime and lower failure

service (EaaS) market is providing strong

rates, more straight-forward equipment

growth opportunities for manufacturing

upscaling and upgrade schedules,

industries. The advent of the Internet-

reduction in equipment repair costs and

of-Things (IoT) means that industrial

greater control of equipment security. In

companies can move beyond traditional

these situations, equipment maintenance

supply models and harness the benefits

and repair programmes then become

of digitalising their operations. The

the responsibility of the EaaS supplier,

incorporation of cloud computing and

although they then benefit from sensor

software-as-a-service models into

and software systems for ongoing

manufacturing mean that suppliers can

equipment monitoring.

now also incorporate equipment leasing
Through EaaS, as well as the ongoing

into their offerings.

maintenance issues, equipment users
Traditionally, many manufacturing

can take away the burden of ongoing

relationships ended at the point of sale,

equipment procurement programmes,

and whilst the concept of equipment

as well as the installation, testing and

leasing is not new, historically these types

validation of equipment. They also have

of contracts never properly managed

an opportunity to move staff away from

the ongoing customer relationship. For

mundane maintenance activities onto

instance, many equipment maintenance

more added-value activities or even

contracts have in the past been

reduce non-core headcount. At the same

reactive and not orientated towards the

time, equipment users can significantly

ongoing daily operations of a customer’s

de-risk their capital expenditure

business. Equally, they could never

requirements and, in fact, they shift their

really monitor whether a customer was

own models onto capital operating

under-resourced or over-resourced.

requirements instead. This has significant

The idea of EaaS is that equipment,

benefits in terms of internal procedures as

machinery and production systems

they no longer concern themselves with

can be leased to customers through

depreciation and may even generate an

a fully integrated supply model which

increased return-on-assets performance

now includes IoT-based monitoring

form their activities.

and maintenance programmes. These
new techniques allow for enhanced
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In a further benefit, the equipment user

benefit will be that they will generate

benefits from more straightforward

greater rewards through long-term,

financing arrangements which can be

recurring revenue streams. Equally, the

based on pay-per-use models. A further

new relationship with their customers will

shift with EaaS is that equipment users

reinforce the contact and generate an

may take a different approach to their

even more embedded relationship.

investment decisions. Whereas many
players have typically always sourced

The flip side of EaaS is of course that

equipment and products which are

leaders and other people working in

proven in a sector, EaaS will allow them to

equipment user companies will have to

be more open to new technologies and

adapt their own activities and beliefs.

techniques, since a piece of equipment

Whilst many have traditionally always

would not have be acquired for the long-

liked, and have sought, the opportunity

term nor seen as a long-term investment.

to own physical assets, EaaS will bring a

In practice, this will allow equipment

paradigm shift in how people manage

users to react more quickly to market

equipment usage. They will also have

innovations by replacing unwanted,

to adapt to the fact that a lot of the

leased equipment on a more regular

knowledge about their own equipment,

basis.

and that of their customers, is going to
move into the cloud and be controlled by

For the EaaS-based equipment supplier,

independent software programmes.

there will also be changes. They will
have to adapt their sales and cash
flow models to the fact that they will no
longer receive large, on-off revenues
from equipment sales. However, the
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M&A activity
The increasing focus on the adoption of new industrial technologies means that
manufacturers are having to rapidly adapt to the new environment. For many, this has
brought into focus the need for significant capital investment in their operations, as well
as a greater focus on M&A. As a result many are looking for external sources of funding,
with sector partners, global competitors and private equity firms all being used to support
these exciting new initiatives.

DIGITISATION

Siemens AG has been particularly active in the digitisation sector with
several acquisitions. The group acquired Mendix Inc, a US developer
of industrial mobile and web tools which require limited coding. The
business supports global manufacturers that are looking for the rapid
deployment of digitised solutions across their operations. The €600M
acquisition was integrated into Siemens’ Digital Factory division to reinforce its industrial
IoT offering.
Siemens also acquired Austemper Design Systems Inc, a US developer of analysis,
autocorrection and simulation technologies in manufacturing. These technologies allow
manufacturers to test electronic designs for functional safety in applications such as
aerospace, automotive and other industries. These capabilities are particularly important
in industrial sectors where high levels of reliability are mandatory for compliance with
safety standards. Siemens integrated Austemper’s technology into its portfolio of
electronics verification services where it complemented the group’s digital functional
safety solutions in areas such as autonomous vehicles, smart cities and smart factories.
Further M&A activity in the industrial data analytics segment saw the US group Koch
Industries Inc acquire DarkVision Technologies Inc, a Canadian manufacturer of industrial
acoustic imaging equipment for downhole imaging solutions in the oil and gas industry.
The acquisition, completed through the group’s Koch Engineered Solutions division,
allowed it to enhance its capabilities in data analytics and sensors for oil and gas well
applications.
Meanwhile, the US group Lantronix Inc acquired Intrinsyc Technologies Corp, a US
developer of industrial IoT technologies, for €22M. The acquisition provided the group
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with an enhanced offering for the cloud-based control of industrial equipment. Further
global activity saw the Indian group Tech Mahindra Ltd acquire Zen3 Infosolutions Inc, a
US developer of artificial intelligence, machine learning and software product engineering
solutions, for €37M. The acquisition brought the group more capabilities in artificial
intelligence enablement services, artificial intelligence speech solutions and cloud
engineering.

INSTRUMENTATION

As with component solutions for industrial automation equipment,
there is an increasing need for enhanced instrumentation solutions
in order to control all this activity. This segment is also seeing
considerable M&A activity, as seen with the US group MTS Systems
Corp’s acquisition of R&D A/S, a Danish manufacturer of industrial
measurement and test equipment, for €70M. This transaction expanded the group’s Test
& Simulation division, particularly through greater access to the aerospace and wind
energy markets. Followed quickly by MTS acquiring Endevco Corp, a US manufacturer of
sensors for pressure, shock, temperature and vibration analysis, shock, from Meggitt plc.
At the same time, the Swedish group Bemsiq AB acquired S+S Regeltechnik GmbH, a
German manufacturer of control and measurement sensors for facilities and mechanical
automation equipment. The acquisition was in line with the group’s strategy to strengthen
and widen its product range for the facilities automation segment. Bemsiq is backed by
the Swedish investor Latour.
Meanwhile, the UK group Process Sensing Technologies Ltd (PST) acquired SST Sensing
Ltd, a UK manufacturer of fluid and gas level sensors, as well as oxygen measurement
sensors. The acquisition broadened the group’s portfolio to include optical-sensing and
zirconium oxide capabilities. PST has previously acquired Analytical Industries Inc, LDetek
Inc, Dynament Ltd, Michell Instruments Ltd, Ntron Gas Measurement Ltd, Rotronic AG and
Status Scientific Controls Ltd. At the time of these transactions, PST was backed by the US
PE firm Battery Ventures.
EC M&A was also active in the space supporting the US group Dickson Co with its
acquisition of Oceasoft SA, a French manufacturer of wireless humidity and temperature
monitoring equipment. The acquisition enhanced Dickson’s capabilities in connected and
intelligent sensors for monitoring physical parameters, whilst also expanding the group’s
presence in the European environmental monitoring market. Dickson is backed by the US
private equity firm May River Capital.
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LIFE SCIENCES

There is also considerable industrial technology M&A happening
with companies serving the life sciences industry. This is seen very
clearly with Waters Corp’s acquisition of Andrew Alliance SA, a Swiss
manufacturer of laboratory automation equipment, for €70M. The
acquisition allowed the group to reinforce its offerings in cloud-native
and roboticised automation equipment for chemical and laboratory liquid handling.
More recently, EC M&A advised on the sale of ARTeSYN Biosolutions Ltd to Repligen Corp
for €170M. ARTeSYN is a developer and manufacturer of single-use chromatography,
filtration and flow path products for bioprocessing. The acquisition enhanced Repligen’s
automation capabilities and performance in critical therapy development.

LOGISTICS, PACKAGING & WAREHOUSING

The logistics, packaging and warehousing industries are seeing
considerable M&A activity around the development and incorporation
of industrial technologies. This has been seen with the Swedish
group Indutrade AB acquiring Stein Automation GmbH, a German
manufacturer of automated pallet transfer systems for assembly lines.
The acquisition allowed the group to improve its existing product capabilities in the pallet
handling segment.
Also in the same field, the Canadian group ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc acquired
MARCO Ltd, a UK manufacturer of sorting, weighing and yield control equipment for food
handling and processing lines, for €36M. The acquisition provided the group with the
opportunity to advance its geographic penetration, drive operational improvements,
enter adjacent markets and expand its after-sales service offerings.
At the same time, BOWE SYSTEC GmbH acquired SGA Conveyor System AB, a Swedish
manufacturer of automated conveyor systems. The acquisition allowed the group to
enhance its offerings in intralogistics and mail sorting systems, whilst also growing its
presence in the Nordic market.
Meanwhile, Chinese M&A activity in the logistics and packaging segment saw Truking
Technology Ltd acquire Romaco Pharmatechnik GmbH, a German manufacturer of
packaging automation and processing equipment for chemicals, food, personal care
and pharmaceutical industries, for €75M. The acquisition allowed Truking to enhance
its capabilities in both liquids and solids preparation, whilst also providing Romaco with
increased access to the Chinese market.
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MEMS

Turning to the microelectromechanical systems (MEMs) segment, the
French group Schneider Electric SE acquired ProLeiT AG, a German
manufacturer of process control systems for industrial automation
systems. Through its integration into Schneider Electric’s EcoStruxure
Plant platform, ProLeiT enhanced Schneider Electric’s expertise in the
industrial process automation area for the consumer packaged goods and food and
beverages industries.
Also in MEMs, the US group Knowles Electronics LLC acquired the ASIC division of AMS AG.
The division is focused on the production of MEMS microphone interfaces and enhanced
Knowle’s capabilities in voice interfaces for mobile and IoT applications segment.
The German group RENA GmbH acquired acquired MEI LLC, a US manufacturer of
automated and semi-automated chemical delivery systems, wet benches and wet
process systems for the MEMs, semiconductor and solar equipment industries. RENA is
backed by the pan-European private equity PE firm Equistone Partners.
Meanwhile the US group TE Connectivity Ltd acquired Silicon Microstructures Inc, a US
manufacturer of MEMs pressure sensors. The transaction was completed through the
group’s Measurement Specialties division in order to enhance it range of industrial sensor
systems.
A further transaction in the MEMs sector has seen the US group Teledyne Technologies
Inc acquire Micralyne, Inc, a Canadian manufacturer of small-scale 3D MEMs systems,
actuators and sensors. The acquisition was integrated into the group’s Teledyne Digital
Imaging division where it improved its position as a leading worldwide manufacturer of
smaller MEMs products.

MOBILITY

Turning to the transaction activity happening in industrial technology
for the mobility segment, the US group DXC Technology Co, has
acquired CMORE Automotive GmbH, a German developer of artificial
intelligence-driven mobility systems for the automotive industry. The
transaction was completed through the group’s Luxoft European
subsidiary within its DXC Automotive division and reinforced its capabilities in driver
assistance, vehicle automation and vehicle measurement technologies.
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Also in the automotive and mobility market, the German group BBS Automation GmbH
acquired Kunshan Ruili Automation Technology Co Ltd (ReaLead Automation), a Chinese
manufacturer of automation equipment for the die casting of automotive components,
particularly for electric vehicles. The acquisition provided the group with enhanced
access to the Chinese electrical vehicles market. BBS Automation GmbH is backed by
Swedish PE firm EQT Partners.
In a similar arena, the Japanese group Daihen Corporation acquired LASOtech Systems
GmbH, a German manufacturer of automated industrial robot systems. This transaction
allowed the group to enhance its offerings for the arc welding sector, specifically for the
automotive industry.

ROBOTS AND SMART FACTORIES

There are an increasing number of mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
taking place around the robotic equipment and smart factories
segments as companies look to harness the capabilities they now
need. Groups are acquiring capabilities through the acquisition of
companies who have developed new specialist technologies.
These trends were highlighted by the €3.7B acquisition of KUKA AG by the Chinese
group Midea Group Co Ltd. KUKA is a German group which is worldwide player in factory
automation, building on its core capabilities in the production of factory robots. As a result
of the transaction, the Chinese group has expanded its activities to include full humanto-machine (H2M) connectivity solutions for production systems. Subsequent to this
transaction KUKA then acquired Servotronix Motion Control Ltd, an Israeli manufacturer of
automation and motion control equipment, from its parent company.
Further M&A across the industrial robotics segment has seen the Swedish group Atlas
Copco acquire ISRA Vision Systems AG, German manufacturer of machine vision systems,
for €1.1B. The transaction allowed the group to create new segment within its Industrial
Technique division with a focus on machine vision for 3D robot guidance, metrology and
quality inspection.
Meanwhile, the US group Teradyne Inc acquired AutoGuide Mobile Robots Inc, a US
manufacturer of heavy-duty industrial autonomous robots and automated guided
vehicles, for €95M. The acquisition was integrated into the group’s Industrial Automation
division where it greatly improved the group’s offerings for the high payload materials
handling market, as a complement to is existing low to mid-payload robotic equipment.
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The transaction built on Teradyne’s previous acquisitions of Universal Robots AS for
€252M, Mobile Industrial Robots AS for €240M and Energid Technologies Corp.
At the same time, Shopify Inc acquired River Systems Inc, a US manufacturer of
warehouse automation and fulfilment equipment, for €400M. The addition of the target’s
cloud-based collaborative mobile robots to the group’s fulfilment network enhanced the
reliability of its warehouse operations, including inventory replenishment, packing, picking
and sorting.
Also in the robotics segment, the Spanish group ASTI Technologies Group SA acquired
InSystems Automation GmbH, a German developer of automation and robotic
equipment. The acquisition, completed the group’s ASTI Mobile Robotics division,
strengthened the group’s portfolio of mobile robotics equipment and enhanced its
presence in the Central European and German markets.
Similar activity in robotic equipment manufacturing saw the Chinese group Estun
Automation Co Ltd acquire Dingpai Electromechanical Technology Co Ltd, a Chinese
manufacturer of industrial automation equipment, for €386m. The acquisition was part
of the group’s Robot+ strategy to enhance its capabilities in robotic technologies. The
transaction includes the target’s German subsidiary Carl Cloos Schweisstechnik GmbH, a
manufacturer of arc welding robotic equipment.
Meanwhile in plant automation, the Italian group SACMI SpA acquired Velomat Srl, an
Italian manufacturer of automated assembly line equipment. The acquisition is in line
with the group’s strategy to expand and diversify its capabilities in the factory automation
sector.
Also in Italy, the US group Rockwell Automation Inc acquired Asem SpA, an Italian
manufacturer of industrial automation equipment. The acquisition strengthened the
group’s Architecture & Software division with an increased portfolio of hardware and
software for automation solutions.

SERVITISATION

Whilst many companies are still adapting to the ideas of EaaS and
servitisation in manufacturing, others are accelerating the adoption
of the concept by making strategic acquisitions. One such example
was the acquisition of Service Max Inc by General Electric Co (GE) for
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€820m. ServiceMax is a provider of on-demand field service management solutions. It
focuses on solutions for post-sales, field service and supply chain management, as well
as products for scheduling and dispatching, spare parts logistics and service partner
management.
Through the acquisition of ServiceMax, GE effectively recognised that cementing its
competitive position and expanding its manufacturing operations could not be achieved
by just innovating and improving its products. It recognised the need to add a servicebased offering to prevent all of its products becoming commoditised at some point
in the future. The group is also using data as a key driver of its servitisation strategy,
enableing it to analyse how products can fit into its customers’ operations. This data also
enables it to respond proactively to other product requirements customers may have
and whether other related maintenance or other service activities are required. This is
being referred to as the “digital umbilical cord” back to the manufacturer.
The integration of ServiceMax into GE Digital has enabled the group to move away from
solely manufacturing products and systems. The acquisition enabled the group to deliver
products in a more sophisticated way, generating efficiencies and savings along the way.
It is also generating greater innovation for much of GE’s connected and smart industrial
equipment, whilst nurturing greater collaboration between different parts of the group.
Equally important, all of these changes are being delivered more rapidly and with a
higher degree of accuracy. Any equipment manufacturers that move onto an EaaS
model are going to become very attractive to potential buyers, particularly large,
monolithic industrial groups which are slow to react to the pace of change. As a result,
developers of specialist IoT technologies are highly sought after.
This was clearly demonstrated when the German group Siemens AG’s acquired J2
Innovations Inc, a US developer of control equipment solutions for building automation
and IoT applications. The acquisition enhances the German group’s capabilities in
embedded on-site solutions for control, monitoring and operations management of
facilities.
Previously, PTC Inc acquired ThingWorx Inc for €115M. Thingworx develops solutions for
manufacturers which allow them to create smart, connected products. The target
focused on the agriculture, medical devices, telecommunications, transportation
and utilities industries. It specialises in assisting manufacturers with their IoT strategies
including harnessing real-time operational data on product performance, usage and
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reliability, as well as ongoing maintenance requirements. This offering complements PTC’s
existing activities in service lifecycle management (SLM) and extended product lifecycle
management (PLM).
Recently, EC M&A advised on the sale of ULC Robotics Inc to SPX Corp. ULC Robotics is a
leading developer of inspection technology, machine learning applications and robotic
systems for the energy, industrial and utility sectors. The company specialises in Roboticsas-a-Service (RaaS), with a recurring-revenue business called CISBOT which uses robotic
solutions designed to rehabilitate and extend the life of natural gas distribution networks
for utility customers. The acquisition reinforced SPX’s Location & Inspection platform within
its Detection & Measurement segment.
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Where Private Equity Plays a
Part
There is a strong appetite from private equity (PE) firms to invest in the industrial
technology sector, with many firms getting accustomed to the new terms of IoT, Industry
4.0 and smart factories. PE investors are clearly attracted to the sector due to strong
growth dynamics and differentiated offerings in the industry. They also appreciate the
fact these companies are building defensible market positions and that their operating
models will show strong levels of cash conversion.

DIGITISATION

The integration of digital technologies into industrial technologies
is recognised by PE investors as a fundamental part of the whole
industry. With this in mind, the US PE firms Andreessen Horowitz,
Dragoneer Investment, General Catalyst Partners and Tiger Global
Management acquired Samsara Networks Inc, for €266M. The target
is a manufacturer of IoT hardware and software, as well as provider of digital analysis,
artificial intelligence and real-time solutions. The investment will allow Samsara to
develop new products and expand its geographic reach.
In a similar vein, the UK PE firm Lyceum Capital acquired Wireless Innovation Ltd, a UK
manufacturer of IoT and machine-to-machine connectivity solutions, particularly for
hostile and remote environments. The investment allowed the target to expand its
offerings for the marine, power, oil and gas, renewables and water industries.
Elsewhere, several investors supported a €65M investment in the French company Actility
SA. The target develops digital IoT-based monitoring tools for buildings and factories. Its
technologies are also integrated with the supply chains into these environments. The
investors were led by French PE firm Creadev, as well as the UK group Inmarsat plc and
the German group Robert Bosch GmbH.
In a complementary area, the UK PE firm Montagu Private Equity acquired Wireless Logic
Group Ltd, a UK developer of machine-to-machine connectivity and mobile hardware
solutions for IoT applications. The investment allowed the target to support industrial
groups which are seeking to integrate secure digital infrastructure into their operations.
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INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation systems form a key part of many industrial
technologies nowadays and can present PE firms with suitable buy
and-build platforms. A highly relevant transaction in this area was
Italian PE firm Ambienta’s acquisition of 1stVision Inc, a US distributor
of machine imaging and machine equipment. The acquisition was
integrated into the firms existing investment in Next Imaging SpA, a distributor of machine
vision equipment for industrial applications such as enhanced pollution control, improved
resource efficiency and increased production yields in print inspection and waste sorting
systems. The acquisition of 1stVision will significantly enhance the combined entity’s
presence in the North American market.
More recently, EC M&A advised on the acquisition of Process Sensing Technologies Ltd
(PST) by the US private equity firm AEA Investors. PST is a manufacturer of analysers
and instruments such as dew-point transmitters and hygrometers to trace moisture
measurements in gases and liquids, as well as binary and oxygen gas analysers. The
transaction provided an exit for US private equity firm Battery Ventures.

LIFE SCIENCES

PE firms are attracted to any industrial technologies serving the
life sciences market, thanks to the combination of the innovative
technologies being developed in the sector and the ongoing reliability
of the end market. With these key trends in mind, the Nordic PE firm
Verdane Capital acquired Evondos Oy, a Finnish manufacturer of
medicine-dispensing robotic equipment. The investment will see the target expand its
service offering around its robotic technologies and broaden its geographic coverage in
Northern Europe.
Meanwhile, the UK PE firm Cambridge Innovation Capital, the Spanish PE firm Escala
Capital, the Lichtenstein PE firm LGT Capital Partners, the Norwegian PE firm Watrium and
the Chinese PE firm Zhejiang Silk Road Fund have acquired CMR Surgical Ltd, a UK surgical
robots for keyhole surgery, in particular for minimal access colorectal, gynaecological,
renal and upper gastrointestinal procedures. The investment will allow the target to
expand its Versius robotics platform.
Another PE firm focused on industrial technologies for the life sciences market is the
German PE firm Co-Investor which acquired TSE Systems GmbH, a German manufacturer
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of automated analysis and measurement systems for preclinical research in the
pharmaceutical industry. The transaction will allow the target to invest further in product
development and improve its sale reach across the world.

LOGISTICS, PACKAGING & WAREHOUSING

The logistics, packaging and warehousing segment is a core part
of the expanding industrial automation industry and a space highly
attractive to PE investors. With this in mind, the Swedish investor Latour
acquired Caljan Rite-Hite AS, a Danish manufacturer of automation
equipment for parcel handling in the e-commerce and logistics
industries, for €242M. The target was acquired from the US group Rite-Hite Holding Corp,
a US manufacturer of industrial doors, industrial safety barriers and logistics loading
dock equipment. As a result of the investment, Caljan will be able to enhance its range of
technologies and market its products globally.

MEMS

The Chinese PE firm CGP Investment acquired Silex Microsystems
AB, a Swedish manufacturer of MEMS components for the
automotive, biotechnology, consumer electronics, medical and
telecommunications industries. The investment allowed the target
to increase the capacity of its wafer manufacturing facilities and
strengthen its position as a world leading pure-play MEMS foundry.
In a similar transaction, the Chinese PE firm IDG Technology Venture Investment acquired
MEMSIC Inc, a US manufacturer of semiconductor sensors based on MEMS and mixed
signal circuit technologies.

MOBILITY

PE investors tend to tread cautiously around new industrial
technology investments serving the automotive and mobility
markets, although there are clearly some segments which prove
to be particularly attractive. One such positive development saw a
consortium of Chinese PE firms including Axiom Asia Private Capital,
DT Capital Partners, Lightspeed China Partners and Qiming Weichuang Venture Capital
Management acquire Hesai Photonics Technology Co Ltd, a Chinese manufacturer of
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smart sensors for mobility applications, for €153M. These private equity firms were joined
in the investment round by the US group ON Semiconductor Corp and the German
group Robert Bosch GmbH. This transaction was in line with Hesai Photonics Technology’s
strategy of deepening its capabilities in the autonomous vehicle market, particularly in
light detection and ranging (LIDAR).
At the same time, PE investors can come to the aid of targets which are suffering and
in need of capital. One such transaction was UK PE firm Blantyre Capital’s acquisition of
Seuffer GmbH, a German manufacturer of controls, sensors and switches commercial
and passenger vehicles. Having been in administration, the new investment allowed the
target, which trades under the name Advanced Sensor Technologies, to re-establish itself
and continue to supply OEM automotive customers.

ROBOTS AND SMART FACTORIES

The PE interest in robotics is strengthening as demonstrated by the
acquisition of Pages Group SA by the French PE firm Céréa Partenaire.
Pages is a French manufacturer of automation and robotics
equipment for the food and beverages, medical products, personal
care and plastics industries. The transaction will allow Pages to
expand its range of robotic equipment, in particular for the food and medical products
sectors, whilst also bolstering its international reach. The other French PE firms BNP Paribas
Development, Bourgogne Franche-Comte Croissance and InnovaFonds took minority
positions in the investment. The group has previously acquired Process Industrie SA, a
French manufacturer of conveyor belts, grippers and robots.
Meanwhile, also in France, the French PE firm Trajan Capital SAS acquired AB Process
Ingenierie SA, a French manufacturer of industrial automation equipment and robots. The
transaction will see the target expand its product portfolio and extend its geographic
reach across the globe.
In addition, a consortium of US PE firms including Canaan Partners, Khosla Ventures and
New Enterprise Associates, as well as the Japanese investor Softbank, acquired Berkshire
Grey Inc for €232M. The target is a manufacturer of artificial intelligence, automation
and robotics equipment for the ecommerce, logistics fulfilment and retail industries.
The investment will support Berkshire Grey’s expansion and growth through follow-on
acquisitions.
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SERVITISATION

The appetite from PE firms for investments in the servitization sector is
becoming clear. In 2015, the pan- European PE firm EQT acquired IFS
AB, a Swedish provider of asset and enterprise management solutions.
The group is focused in particular on the manufacturing industry, as
well as related areas such as distribution, maintenance and servicefocused activities. In order to enhance the offering within IFS, in 2017 EQT bolted-on the
acquisition of Mxi Technologies Ltd, a Canadian provider of maintenance management
tools for the aviation industry. The target’s solutions are used by aerospace, defence and
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) groups to manage their logistics, maintenance,
parts availability and product lifecycle support.
Another clear example of PE appetite was when Chinese private equity firm Legend
Capital Management invested in ZKH Industrial Supply Co Ltd, a Chinese supplier of
MRO products operating an IoT distribution model. The company focuses on the supply
of adhesives, lubricants and maintenance equipment for a wide range of industrial
applications. Its distribution solution is based on an integrated online system which allows
for the improved co-ordination of just-in-time supplies and factory stock management,
as well as the improved co-ordination of customer requirements.
Meanwhile, the pan-European PE firm EQT Partners also invested in Service Partner
One GmbH, a German supplier of digital infrastructure and management solutions for
buildings. The investment also included backing from a number of German, Swiss and
US venture capital firms including 500 Startups, Born2grow, Earlybird Venture Capital,
Mountain Partners, Rheingau Founders, Ringier Digital Ventures, Target Global and Vito
Ventures. Service Partner One’s offering allows for the integrated control, monitoring and
servicing of equipment, machinery and other operations within buildings. It solutions
allow for the co-ordination of field and sub-contractor management, fleet management,
materials sourcing, maintenance workforce deployment and on-site equipment services.
In early 2019, these PE and venture capital firms realised their investment in Service Partner
One through the sale of the business to German cleaning equipment manufacturer
Alfred Kärcher SE.

“

As Henry Ford famously said: “If you always do what you always
did, you will always get what you always got”.
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